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Download free Destined to
achieve the journey of an african
american family (PDF)
the meaning of achieve is to succeed at reaching or accomplishing a
goal result etc especially through effort how to use achieve in a
sentence to do or obtain something that you wanted after planning and
working to make it happen she achieved her objective of qualifying for
the us olympic team i am hopeful that we can achieve peace eventually
but it is not going to be easy achievable find 85 different ways to say
achieve along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com to do or obtain something that you wanted after planning
and working to make it happen she achieved her objective of qualifying
for the us olympic team i am hopeful that we can achieve peace
eventually but it is not going to be easy achievable achieve definition to
bring to a successful end carry through accomplish see examples of
achieve used in a sentence synonyms for achieve attain win gain make
obtain score hit garner antonyms of achieve miss fail at lose fall short of
fail slight skimp slur əˈtʃiːv verb forms transitive achieve something to
succeed in reaching a particular goal status or standard especially by
making an effort for a long time synonym attain he had finally achieved
success they have both achieved great results she has worked hard to
achieve her goal to achieve an objective aim achieve is used when you
reach a goal or finish something the thing that is finished is an
achievement you can also say that something is achievable if you
achieve a particular aim or effect you succeed in doing it or causing it to
happen usually after a lot of effort achieve verb əˈtʃiv verb forms
transitive achieve something to succeed in reaching a particular goal
status or standard especially by making an effort for a long time
synonym attain he had finally achieved success they could not achieve
their target of less than 3 inflation achieve verb definition of achieve
synonyms for achieve they achieved high scores on their math tests we
give students the skills they need in order to achieve in college with
much practice she has achieved a high level of skill by the late 1970s
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this dream had been largely achieved to perform successfully no object
some smart children still do not achieve in school a chieve ə chēv v a
chieved a chiev ing accomplish the police crackdown on speeders
achieved its purpose obtain to achieve victory accomplish some purpose
or effect to achieve infinitive purpose or intention use the infinitive to
achieve when you want to express a purpose intention desire or
potential action example i want to achieve my goals in life achieving
gerund activity or experience use the gerund achieving when you want
to refer to the activity itself or the experience as a noun creating a goal
is the first step toward getting the outcomes you want but actually
achieving the goal requires taking further steps and confronting a host
of challenges the following 10 a good message congratulating someone s
accomplishment has a positive tone and keeps the focus on the person
who made the achievement emphasize their talents skills hard work and
other attributes that contributed to their success but little do you know
about the person s struggle to achieving all that and more high
achievers have many characteristics that help them attain everything
they want it isn t based on luck so find out what they are below to
become a part of the club 1 action oriented in a different more abstract
sense achieve means to bring about through one s cumulative efforts in
this sense achieve is followed by objects such as excellence success
greatness equality perfection peace and fame short on time key
takeaways for your best achievement answer what is the best answer to
what is your biggest achievement a great answer includes a real
accomplishment that s free of bs includes a specific example and is
concise in a way that entices engagement from the interviewer when it
comes to achieving remarkable goals or extraordinary tasks the phrase
accomplish a feat encapsulates the essence of success this powerful
expression signifies the act of successfully completing a remarkable
endeavor overcoming challenges and attaining a significant
accomplishment november 23 2017 most of us are focused on all the
things we have yet to accomplish at work but constantly staring at a
long to do list can take a toll on your emotional well being it s
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achieve definition meaning merriam
webster
May 13 2024

the meaning of achieve is to succeed at reaching or accomplishing a
goal result etc especially through effort how to use achieve in a
sentence

achieve definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Apr 12 2024

to do or obtain something that you wanted after planning and working to
make it happen she achieved her objective of qualifying for the us
olympic team i am hopeful that we can achieve peace eventually but it is
not going to be easy achievable

85 synonyms antonyms for achieve
thesaurus com
Mar 11 2024

find 85 different ways to say achieve along with antonyms related words
and example sentences at thesaurus com

achieve english meaning cambridge
dictionary
Feb 10 2024

to do or obtain something that you wanted after planning and working to
make it happen she achieved her objective of qualifying for the us
olympic team i am hopeful that we can achieve peace eventually but it is
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not going to be easy achievable

achieve definition meaning dictionary com
Jan 09 2024

achieve definition to bring to a successful end carry through accomplish
see examples of achieve used in a sentence

achieve synonyms 82 similar and opposite
words merriam
Dec 08 2023

synonyms for achieve attain win gain make obtain score hit garner
antonyms of achieve miss fail at lose fall short of fail slight skimp slur

achieve verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Nov 07 2023

əˈtʃiːv verb forms transitive achieve something to succeed in reaching a
particular goal status or standard especially by making an effort for a
long time synonym attain he had finally achieved success they have both
achieved great results she has worked hard to achieve her goal to
achieve an objective aim

achieve 64 synonyms and antonyms
cambridge english
Oct 06 2023

achieve is used when you reach a goal or finish something the thing that
is finished is an achievement you can also say that something is
achievable
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achieve definition and meaning collins
english dictionary
Sep 05 2023

if you achieve a particular aim or effect you succeed in doing it or
causing it to happen usually after a lot of effort

achieve verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Aug 04 2023

achieve verb əˈtʃiv verb forms transitive achieve something to succeed in
reaching a particular goal status or standard especially by making an
effort for a long time synonym attain he had finally achieved success
they could not achieve their target of less than 3 inflation

examples of achieve in a sentence merriam
webster
Jul 03 2023

achieve verb definition of achieve synonyms for achieve they achieved
high scores on their math tests we give students the skills they need in
order to achieve in college with much practice she has achieved a high
level of skill by the late 1970s this dream had been largely achieved

achieve wordreference com dictionary of
english
Jun 02 2023

to perform successfully no object some smart children still do not
achieve in school a chieve ə chēv v a chieved a chiev ing accomplish the
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police crackdown on speeders achieved its purpose obtain to achieve
victory accomplish some purpose or effect

to achieve vs achieving examples usage
grammar
May 01 2023

to achieve infinitive purpose or intention use the infinitive to achieve
when you want to express a purpose intention desire or potential action
example i want to achieve my goals in life achieving gerund activity or
experience use the gerund achieving when you want to refer to the
activity itself or the experience as a noun

10 key elements of successful goal
achievement
Mar 31 2023

creating a goal is the first step toward getting the outcomes you want
but actually achieving the goal requires taking further steps and
confronting a host of challenges the following 10

30 congratulations on the achievement
messages to share indeed
Feb 27 2023

a good message congratulating someone s accomplishment has a
positive tone and keeps the focus on the person who made the
achievement emphasize their talents skills hard work and other
attributes that contributed to their success
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15 characteristics of high achievers you
need to know
Jan 29 2023

but little do you know about the person s struggle to achieving all that
and more high achievers have many characteristics that help them
attain everything they want it isn t based on luck so find out what they
are below to become a part of the club 1 action oriented

grammar and usage accomplish vs achieve
wordsmyth
Dec 28 2022

in a different more abstract sense achieve means to bring about through
one s cumulative efforts in this sense achieve is followed by objects such
as excellence success greatness equality perfection peace and fame

10 best sample answers to what is your
greatest achievement
Nov 26 2022

short on time key takeaways for your best achievement answer what is
the best answer to what is your biggest achievement a great answer
includes a real accomplishment that s free of bs includes a specific
example and is concise in a way that entices engagement from the
interviewer

how to use accomplish a feat in a sentence
diving deeper
Oct 26 2022
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when it comes to achieving remarkable goals or extraordinary tasks the
phrase accomplish a feat encapsulates the essence of success this
powerful expression signifies the act of successfully completing a
remarkable endeavor overcoming challenges and attaining a significant
accomplishment

acknowledging your achievements is a form
of self care
Sep 24 2022

november 23 2017 most of us are focused on all the things we have yet
to accomplish at work but constantly staring at a long to do list can take
a toll on your emotional well being it s
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